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Alexander Haig is primarily a protege of this net
work. It is on behalf of this network that Haig-along
with PSIer President Pertini of Italy-has undertaken
to pin the Soviet leadership in general with the sole
responsibility for terrorism worldwide.
Haig's specific objective at this particular time is to
tip the factional battle within the Soviet leadership-a
battle that will be significantly fought out at the Soviet
Party Congress at the end of February. By provoking
the issue of Soviet control of terrorism, Haig hopes to
affect the party congress in two specific ways.
First, the sweeping denunciation of the Soviet lead
ership significantly covers up for the specific actions
and policy initiatives of the faction in the U.S.S.R. most
graphically represented by KGB General Kim Philby.
Second, the attack serves as a "self-fulfilling" profile
of the Reagan administration's attitude toward cooper
ative relations with the Warsaw Pact. A profile of a
Reagan administration committed irreversibly to a
hard-line intransigent policy toward the Soviets itself
has a significant impact on the internal struggle.
Anyone denying that there does exist a factional split

The IMEMO-KGB
links to terrorism
The following memorandum to members of Congress was
released on Feb. 4 by the National Democratic Policy
Committee. a multicandidate political action committee
and policy adVisory body based in New York.

within the Soviet command reflected most clearly in the

Secretary of State Alexander Haig performed a signifi

question of support for international terrorism is in effect

cant disservice to the national security of the United

branding himself as an operative of the Venice-Genoa

States this past week by issuing a deliberately distorted
picture of the otherwise very real and significant links to

centered oligarchical circles.
It is to this posture that Secretary of State Haig has

international terrorism by two Soviet agencies, IMEMO

made an out-front commitment. The past week's de

and foreign-intelligence sections of the KGB associated

ployment of Lawrence Eagleburger, Vernon Walters,

with KGB General Harold "Kim" Philby.

and Luigi Einaudi to armtwist America's leading allies

At this present moment, the United States is threat

with "hard evidence" of the U.S.S.R. control over

ened by the probably imminent triggering of a mixture of

terrorism is aimed at locking the entire NATO alliance

urban rioting and terrorism. a deployment coordinated

into a hostile posture toward the Warsaw Pact.

through Willy Brandt's Socialist International and other

The reaction from Western Europe has been, pre

accomplices. and complementary to the projected esca

dictably, far from cordial. When Eagleburger arrived in

lation of "Reagangate" through news media and other

Paris and Bonn with his briefcase full of documents, he

agencies pivoted around a key role of NBC- TV.

was so poorly received that

Haig immediately re

The visible trigger for unleashing such combinations

called all U.S. ambassadors in Western Europe for a re

of terrorist acts and urban riots is the accelerated deploy

evaluation of the state of the alliance.

ment of two sets of synthetic gangs currently being

A ramming through of the Haig indictment of the
Soviet role in terrorism is also being seen as a critical
protective screen for a massive wave of terrorism.

whipped

up

for

deployment

of

a

"Greensboro

shootout"-modeled scenario on a more general scale.
These two elements of Tavistock "stability operations"

At a Dec. 5-7 conference of the Socialist Internation

gang-and-countergang operations against the security

al in Washington, D.C., which included secret meetings

of the United States are, on the one side, synthetic "neo

with both Henry Kissinger and Soviet IMEMO Direc

Nazi" and "Klan" entities. and on the other side, a

tor Georgii Arbatov, a concrete plan of action was

terrorist-affiliated agglomeration of "anti-Klan" forces.

spelled out for destabilizing the governments of Presi

The latter held a conference of its "aboveground" politi

dent Reagan, Chancellor Schmidt, and President Gis

cal cover-propaganda elements in Washington, D.C., dur

card.

ing the last weekend of January.

To the extent that Alexander Haig's efforts to distort

The special danger in this deployment of the two

the terrorism debate are defeated, many leading analysts

synthetic gangs is the aid to this destabilization operation

in and around Washington suspect that the Secretary of

channeled through elements of the Civiletti Department

State and former Nixon White House Chief of Staff may

of Justice. including the Ramsey Clark-initiated Com

have some serious accounting to do for his behavior

munity Relations Service. and the "agent-in-place" of the

spanning two presidential administrations.

CRS, the Anti-Defamation League.
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Congressional inquiry into the official intelligence
service backgrounds of members of the Wilkinson Klan
would be appro:1riate and fruitful. The links of the "anti
Klan" countergang to the terrorist capabilities of the
Communist Workers Party, Yippies, and links to Iranian
and allied terrorists in the U.S.A. associated with the
Ramallah Foundation and the Muslim Student Association
would be most fruitful as well. The case of ADL efforts
to incite the Jewish Defense League according to JDL
profile into incited assassination attacks would also be a
most fruitful inquiry into the nature of certain of the
activities in which the Civiletti Justice Department's
elements have been complicit.
In addition to terrorist and terrorist-linked violent
groups such as the C WP,

FALN, PLO-MSA-linked

groups, special attention must be given to certain of the
products of "Clockwork Orange" -variety "behavioral
modification" programs run through federal and other
prisons over the recent period. Comparison with the
analogous cases of the "behavioral modification" history
of Charles Manson and the Symbionese Liberation Army,

Georgii Arbatov.

and the role of LSD-25 and other drugs in transforming
the Institute for Policy Studies-linked and Ford Founda

preventing Detroit law enforcement from interfering

tion-funded Rudd-Dohrn group into the Weatherman ter

with preparations of the mid-1960s Detroit riots, poli

rorists is also most relevant. Attention should be given to

cies exemplified by the Levi Guidelines and the Ford

active links between the Ramallah Foundation and other

Foundation, and Vera Institute policies typified by the

PLO-linked groups to certain self-styled "black activist"

work of Patrick Murphy in law-enforcement administra

personalities and organizations.

tion, have stripped law enforcement of the necessary
surveillance and related intelligence capabilities indis

The indicated scenario
Hypothetical case: Representatives of an organized

crime protection-racket operation threaten the owner of

pensable to isolating and neutralizing the operatives
who transform riot potentials into bloody, burning
riots.

a licensed premise unless payments are made as de

This problem is monstrously aggravated by recent

manded. The proprietor refuses. The following action

trends in preventing proper law-enforcement action

occurs.

against drug-usage offenses. Lack of efficient sweeps

Two "shills," retained by the protection racketeers

against concentrations of possessors of unlawful sub

for this purpose, start an argument on the premises,

stances means the virtual impossibility of isolating and

drawing unsuspecting onlookers onto one side or the

eliminating drug pushers. The combined result, which

other of the dispute. The ensuing brawl nearly destroys

has reached the proportions of a "crime revolution" in

the premises, and the projected legal difficulties of the

New York City, creates a situation in which law en

proprietor ensue.

forcement becomes virtually helpless to contain crime

There, more or less exactly, one has the significance

generally.

of the two synthetic countergangs, the Klan and anti

Members of Congress should be informed that there

Klan forces. Their function is to detonate predeveloped

is, in many parts of the nation as well as in New York

potentials for urban rioting, in which circumstances the

City itself, a systematic suppression of crime statistics

bloody shirts of a few token black or Hispanic persons

through

provide a Dade County-style catalyst for potential riots.

against crimes and offenses at the administrative levels

Riots are then activated with aid of the sort of small

of government and law-enforcement institutions re

obstruction

of

appropriate

police

action

groups typified by behaviorally modified products of

sponsible to governments adopting such policies. The

prison, mental health, and drug therapy programs. The

skyrocketing of crime way above the levels reported in

Lincoln Detox Center production of the police-killing

manipulated

Black Liberation Army is an appropriate image of

which urban rioting and terrorism swims "like a fish in

reference for understanding how riot potentials can be

water."

triggered with aid of such groups.
The included problem is that since legal action
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statistics

provides

the

environment

in

Although corrective action must be taken quickly to
repair the damage done to law-enforcement capabilities,
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the urgent course of preventive action for the immediate
period ahead is to neutralize the terrorist and riot
potential by exposure of the forces behind both the
Klan and anti-Klan gangs and the background capabil
ities indicated.

Who is behind international terrorism
Contrary to the Socialist Party president ot' Italy,
Sandro Pertini, whose false report was echoed by Sec
retary Haig, the proven, most visible conduit for inter
national terrorism in Italy is the majority faction of the
Socialist Party of Italy. The relevant patterns of arrests
have been reported widely in leading Italian news media
since the period of the kidnapping-murder of former
Prime Minister Aldo Moro in 1978. Other leading
terrorist controllers are typified by the case of attorney
Klaus Croissant, a proven Baader-Meinhof accomplice
associated with international legal circles led by former
U.S. Attorney General Ramsey Clark.
This information is well known to Justice Depart

Ramser ClarA..

ment and other officials who have consulted with lead
ing anti-terrorist institutions in Italy, France and the
focused on that succession fight and its implications. If

Federal Republic of Germany.
The elements of the Warsaw

Pact complicit in

any CIA official actually issued a report denying such a

political aid of terrorism are prominently identified with

major struggle within the Soviet leadership, the reason

two former officials of the British Secret Intelligence

for that official's issuance of such a deliberately false

Service, Donald Maclean and Soviet KGB General Harola

report ought to be investigated and the relevant liars

"Kim" Philhy. Philby is especially significant in opera

cleaned out of our intelligence community.

tions run through the Islamic world, operations which

The factional forces of the Warsaw Pact and Com

center around networks previously associated with his

munist

father, St.-John Philhv of the SIS's Arab Bureau.

IMEMO are overtly allied, together with Fidel Castro,

IMEMO, established in 1956, is a revival of the old
Communist

International

intelligence

apparatus.

IMEMO was proposed and initially headed by old

parties

allied

with

Boris

Ponomarev

and

not only with Willy Brandt's Socialist International, but
have also joined the Socialist International's alliance
with the self�sty/ed "Liheration The%

gists."

Varga, and came under the

This combination of forces, together with the "black

advisory direction of Donald Maclean in 1963, shortly

oligarchical" forces behind international "antinuclear

after Philby's leap from Beirut, Lebanon into Moscow.

environmentalism" (the World Wildlife Fund and Cluh

Comintern executive E.

Although the case of Politburo member Mikhail Suslov

of Rome, for example) are deployed to the purpose of

is under a strong light in this connection, the known

attempting to destabilize the administrations of both

high-ranking spokesman for IMEMO policies within

President Ronald Reagan and of Chancellor Helmut

the Soviet command is Central Committee Secretary

Schmidt of the Federal Republic of Germany.

Boris Ponomarel'.
IMEMO penetrates massively into the foreign-intel

The higher controllers

ligence sections of the KGB, as is typified by Maclean's

As has been revealed to the major news media of

accomplice, KGB General Philby. It is also the agency

Italy by relevant security agencies, behind the role of

which coordinates most of the Soviet-oriented Commu

the Socialist International and others in deploying

nist Party leaderships in various nations of the world.

"environmentalism" and terrorism as instruments of

Exemplary is the case of Georgii Arhatov's and General

polin', there are old "black nobility" families, closely

Milstein's

U.S.A.-Canada

Institute,

the

branch

of

IMEMO which controls the "KGB section" in the
leadership of the Communist Party U.S.A.
Contrary to a false report puhlicly attrihuted to a

allied to C%

ne/ Qaddaji, traditionally associated with

the" B/ack Gue/ph" centers of Venice and Genoa. These
are the fall/ill' fimds (the form of organized interest of
those families) which created and which predominantly

1979 CIA issuance, there is a raging policy fight and

control the Socialist International. These are also the

succession battle within the Soviet command. Every

families behind the legendary Alexander He/phand (Par

relevant section of the U.S.A. intelligence community is

I'us) during the early decades of this century, who
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controlled predominantly not only Nikolai Bukharin.
but a large portion of the entire Communist Interna
tional leadership from the beginning.
To appreciate the motives of such "black nobility"
and allied circles in this matter, one needs to recognize
the significance of their continuing commitment to
destroying the institution of the sovereign nation-state,
in favor of a "worldfederalist" parody of the medieval
institutions associated with the 14th-century "new dark
age." In the ideologically determined views of such
unreconstructed feudalist families, the resurrection of

Socialist Party ties
to Red Brigades
confirmed in Italy
by Vivian Zoakos

themselves to the degree of political power they once
enjoyed requires the destruction of the industrial-capi

Throughout the month of February the Italian press, led

talist form of the modern nation-state. It is to that end

by the national newspaper of record Corriere della Sera.

that these forces have deployed left-wing forces of the

has been rocking the country with detailed exposes of the

Socialist International, elements of the Communist In

extensive ties between the Italian Socialist Party (PSI)

ternational, anarchists, anarchosyndicalists, terrorists,

and terrorism. The published information has been all

fascists (such as left-wing Socialist Benito Mussolini),

the more explosive in that the Socialists hold some of the

and "neo-Malthusian environmentalists." These forces

leading positions in the Italian government, including

deploy the "left" not out of any "proletarian sentimen

the ministry of defense and the presidency.

talities" of their own, but because such "leftist" instru

Of particular irony has been the fact that the Socialist

ments, together with mind-destroying drug cultures, are

president, Sandro Pertini, initiated on Jan. 23 the latest

the most efficient instruments of policy for undermining

wave of accusations against the Soviet Union for con

and destroying the institutions of the industrial-capital

trolling international terrorism, including emphatically

ist sovereign republic.

the Italian domestic variety.

This is the meaning of a public rebuke given to

These accusations were picked up a week later by

President Pertini's lies by the chief of Italy's Carabinieri.

U.S. Secretary of State Alexander Haig and are now the

The mother of international terrorism resides in Italy.

subject of possibly the most heated of all international

Its name is Venice.

debates. It has not passed unnoticed among Christian

Although the truth of these matters is known to

Democratic and other Italian political circles that about

experienced members of the official intelligence com

the same time, the secretary of state chose the Socialists

munities in the U.S.A. and among our allies, the witting

as the particular allies of the U.S. in Italy. Later, Haig

executives of that comm unity are prevented from releas

attempted to qualify his endorsement when the Socialists'

ing such information publicly, in their often-stated

terrorist connections became the daily fare of the leading

excuse in the matter, because the key responsibles

press.

behind terrorism are at a significantly higher level of

The information being released now does not actually

position, as "men and women above suspicion," and

represent new qualitative knowledge of the PSI's activi

represent therefore a powerful reach into the executive

ties. The primary documentation was made public and

and legislative branches of governments. The general

available to Italian law-enforcement agencies in early

view among such witting intelligence executives and

1979 in the form of a detailed dossier published by the

related persons is that it is better to leak out only

Partito Operaio Europeo (European Labor Party

information pertaining to certain lower-level assets of

POE). Parts of the documentation in that dossier were

the terrorist and environmentalist operations, and thus

then independently researched by leading members of

hope to protect intelligence agencies from being in the

the Italian magistracy, leading to the April 7, 1979 arrest

position of inciting a showdown and probable major

of dozens of leading Socialist "academicians" from the

institutional reprisals from the powerful forces "above

University of Padua by the famed Judge Calogero.

suspicion."

The leading individual constituting the so-called

Only if a significant body of the Congress rallies to

April 7 group, Toni Negri, is now one of the primary

stand as one man on this issue can we rally ourselves

subjects of the current exposes. These exposes have,

adequately to confront and give a crushing defeat to the

however, also gone beyond Negri to leading national

forces "above suspicion." If there are not sufficient

figures and faction leaders of the PSI. The principal

persons in Congress to do that, then members of

figure targeted, in his capacity as the weakest link in the

Congress have no proper complaint if terrorism and

chain of PSI terrorist control, is Giacomo Mancini, one

urban rioting is loosed upon us through forces allied to

of the "grand old men" of the party.

Willy Brandt's Socialist International.
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